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Abstract This paper presents a fuzzy-based genetic algorithm to maximize total system social welfare by
best the placement and sizing of TCSC and SSSC devices, considering their investment cost in a double-
sided auction market. To introduce more accurate modeling, the valve loading effects are incorporated
into the conventional quadratic smooth generator cost curves. In addition, quadratic consumer benefit
functions are integrated into the objective function to guarantee that locational marginal prices charged
at the demand buses are less than, or equal to, the DisCos benefit, earned by selling the power to retail
customers. The proposed approach utilizes fuzzy-based genetic algorithms for optimal scheduling of
GenCos and DisCos, as well as optimal placement and sizing of SSSC and TCSC units. In addition, the
Newton–Raphson approach is used to minimize the mismatch of the power flow equation. Simulation
results on the modified IEEE 14-bus and IEEE 30-bus test systems (with/without line flow constraints,
before and after the compensation) are used to examine the impact of SSSC and TCSC on total system social
welfare improvement versus their cost. To validate the accuracy of the proposed method, several case
studies are presented and simulation results are comparedwith those generated by genetic and Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) approaches.

© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Competition in a deregulated power system will set a fair
and equitable market structure and motivate all participants
to maximize their own individual profits [1,2]. This will allow
the market to behave in a manner that maximizes profit for all
participants. In addition to deregulation challenges, electrical
loads are rapidly growing, and some transmission lines are
reaching their thermal limits.

Recently, much research has been done to improve the per-
formance of transmission lines. Transmission expansion plan-
ningmodels,with their solutions, are organized in [3]. Similarly,
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several studies have been published in competitive electric-
ity markets, based on transmission expansion. Optimal trans-
mission network expansion; centralized and decentralized, is
offered in [4]. A new market based transmission expansion
planning is accessible in [5].

In conventional literature, transmission improvementmeth-
ods are applied to achieve minimum generation costs, subject
to system security constraints. In contrast, social welfare max-
imizing is the objective of most papers in deregulated power
systems. Distributed generator locations for socialwelfaremax-
imization are presented in [6]. Maximized social welfare is rep-
resented as the marginal benefit versus demand function in [7].
This reference discovered amethod for increasing socialwelfare
under congestion probability in transmission networks.

However, relieving congestion by building new transmission
lines is an expensive solution that requires years for approval
and construction. Different approaches have been proposed for
optimal location of FACTS devices in both vertically integrated
and unbundled power systems [8–15]. Recently, Flexible AC
Transmission Systems (FACTS) have also been utilized to solve
the congestion problem and maximize social welfare [9].
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Nomenclature

Vx, V ∗
x , Zx: Voltage, conjugated voltage and impedance

rx, xx, yx: Resistance, reactance and admittance
Px,Qx, Sx: Active, reactive, and complex powers
C(x), FF , Fx: Cost, fitness and penalty functions
Nx, Rx: Number of parameter x, random number

Subscripts

G,D, L: Generator, demand and line
i, it: Bus and iteration number

Superscripts

max,min: Maximum and minimum limits.

Sensitivity-based congestion management, with optimally
placed FACTS controllers, is presented in [11,12]. Congestion
management, using an Interline Power Flow Controller (IPFC),
is performed in [12]. Application of a series of FACTS for
congestion management in deregulated electricity markets is
discussed in [13–15].

These references simplify the optimization problem by
assuming given sizes of FACTS devices and/or the employment
of second order generations cost functions, without considering
sine components, due to valve point loading effects, and
omitting load benefit functions in the objective function. In
addition, the economic evaluation of SSSC and TCSC impact on
social welfare has not been well addressed.

This paper proposes a Fuzzy-based Genetic Algorithm
(Fuzzy-GA) for maximizing social benefit and alleviating con-
gestion in a double-sided auction market by optimal location
and sizing of Thyristor-Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) and
Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) devices, consid-
ering their investment cost versus their economical benefits to
power systems. Simulations are performed to investigate the
impact of SSSC and TCSC on social welfare improvement, as op-
posed to their cost, on the modified IEEE 14-bus and 30-bus
test systems, with quadratic smooth and quadratic nonsmooth
(with sine components due to valve point loading effect) gen-
erator cost curves and quadratic smooth benefit functions for
loads. The proposed method shows the benefits of SSSC and
TCSC in a deregulated power market, and demonstrates how
they may be utilized by ISO to improve total system social wel-
fare and prevent congestion.

2. Mathematical model of TCSC and SSSC

Integration of FACTS devices in load flow analysis and issues
related to Optimal Power Flow (OPF) in the context of a pool
paradigm, has been reported in [13,15]. In this paper, the
Newton–Raphson (N–R) power flow formulation is used, and
TCSC and SSSC are represented using a Power Injection Model
(PIM) [13–16]. This will allow easy integration of FACTS devices
into the existing power system software tools, and retain the
symmetrical structure of the admittance matrix. In the PIM
model (Figure 1(a)), changes in the line flow, due to FACTS
devices, are represented as a line without these devices with
powers injected at receiving and sending ends.
Figure 1: (a) Power injection model of a transmission line with FACTS devices.
(b) Equivalent circuit of the embedded SSSC.

2.1. Power injection model of TCSC and SSSC

With a TCSC unit connected in line ij, the injected real and
reactive power at buses i and j are as follows [13–15]:

PTCSC
i = V 2

i 1Gij − ViVj[1Gij cos δij + 1Bij sin δij], (1)

PTCSC
j = V 2

j 1Gij − ViVj[1Gij cos δij − 1Bij sin δij], (2)

Q TCSC
i = −V 2

i 1Bij − ViVj[1Gij sin δij − 1Bij cos δij], (3)

Q TCSC
i = −V 2

j 1Bij + ViVj[1Gij sin δij + 1Bij cos δij], (4)

where

1Gij = xcrij(xc − 2xij)/(r2ij + x2ij)(r
2
ij + (xij − xc)2)

and

1Bij = −xc(r2ij − x2ij + xcxij)/(r2ij + x2ij)(r
2
ij + (xij − xc)2).

Also, by using SSSC (Figure 1(b)), the real and reactive power
injections at bus i (PSSSC

i ,Q SSSC
i ) and bus j (PSSSC

j ,Q SSSC
j ) can be

expressed as [16]:

PSSSC
i = ViVSSSC (1 − BCXl/2) sin(θi − θSSSC)/H, (5)

Q SSSC
i = −ViVSSSC (1 − BCXl/2) cos(θi − θSSSC)/H, (6)

PSSSC
j = −VjVSSSC sin(θj − θSSSC)/H, (7)

Q SSSC
j = VjVSSSC cos(θj − θSSSC)/H, (8)

where H = XSSSC − BCXSSSCXl/2 + Xl.
Due to the fact that SSSC neither absorbs nor injects real

power, with respect to the AC system, the real power exchange
via the DC link is zero:

Pex = Re(VSSSCI∗i )

= (BC − XlB2
C/4 + G/H)VSSSCVj sin(θSSSC − θj)

− (1 − BCXl/2)VSSSCVi sin(θSSSC − θj)/H = 0, (9)

where:

G = [−XSSSC(BC − XlB2
C/4) + 1 − XlBC/2](1 − XlBC/2).

The resistances of transmission lines and the coupling trans-
former of SSSC are neglected. Eqs. (1)–(9) are added to the Jaco-
bian matrix in N–R load flow formulations.

2.2. Cost of TCSC and SSSC

In this paper, the cost of TCSC is included using the following
linear equation [15]:

Cost(TCSC) = Cxc,k
S2max

SB
, (10)
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where C = 22,000 $/MVA-year is the cost coefficient of TCSC,
Smax (in MVA) is the thermal limit of the line, where the kth
TCSC device is placed, SB is the base MVA power, and xc,k is
the kth series capacitive reactance (pu). In this paper, the cost
of a SSSC is assumed the same as [17]. According to the above
formulation, the cost of TCSC depends on its capacity.

3. Problem formulation

3.1. Objective function

In this paper, a double action poolmarket is used to dispatch
generation and load in an economic manner. In the double auc-
tion pool market model, both DisCos and GenCos participate in
the market, and offer their bid-quantity packages to the mar-
ket operator. The objective of a market operator is to maximize
social welfare including load flow equality and operational in-
equality constraints as follows:

Max


ND
j=1

(adj + bdjPDj + cdjP2
Dj) −

NG
i=1

(agi + bgiPGi

+ cgiP2
Gi) −

egi × Sin(fgi × (PGi − Pmini))
− FACTSCost


. (11)

The components of Eq. (11) include:

• The DisCos benefit functions are assumed to be quadratic:

B(PD) =

ND
j=1

(adj + bdjPDj + cdjP2
Dj), (12)

where PDj is dispatched load at nodes j,ND is the number
of loads, and ‘‘adj, bdj, cdj’’ are benefit function coefficients.
Inclusion of Eq. (12) in the objective function of the OPF
problem will guarantee that Locational Marginal Prices
(LMPs) charged at the demand buses are less than, or equal
to, the DisCos benefit, earned by selling that power to retail
customers. In case of congestion in the system, the OPF
will give a signal to reduce the demand by a particular
amount at those buses forwhichmarginal benefit is less than
marginal price, ultimately leading to a reduction in system
congestion [18].

• The overall generation cost functions are modeled by smooth
quadratic (convex and differentiable) functions:

C(PG) =

NG
i=1

(agi + bgiPGi + cgiP2
Gi). (13)

These functions are used to set the generators on the best
operation point to minimize total system generation cost,
considering all network constraints. To include the valve
point loading effect in Eq. (13), an additional sine term is
included as follows:

C(PG) =


NG
i=1

(agi + bgiPGi + cgiP2
Gi)

+
egi × Sin(fgi × (PGi − Pmini))

. (14)

It is obvious that considering valve point loading changes
the operation point for the generators, and their generation
cost. This more accurate modeling adds more challenges to
most derivative-based optimization algorithms in finding a
global solution, since the objective is no longer convex or
differentiable everywhere.
• The FACTS devices cost function will be included using
Eq. (10). In this paper, the investment cost of TCSC and SSSC
devices are used to illustrate their impact on social welfare
maximizing against their costs.

3.2. Constraints

The objective function (Eq. (11)) is subjected to the following
constraints:
(i) Power injection: at each bus, the total injected active and
reactive power should be zero:

Pi (θ, V ) − PGi + PDi + PFACTS
i = 0, (15)

Qi (θ, V ) − QGi + QDi + Q FACTS
i = 0, (16)

Pj (θ, V ) − PGj + PDj + PFACTS
j = 0, (17)

Qj (θ, V ) − QGj + QDj + Q FACTS
j = 0. (18)

(ii) Generation limits: the upper and lower limits of generator
outputs are considered as:

Pmin
Gi ≤ PGi ≤ Pmax

Gi for i = 1, . . . ,NG, (19)

Qmin
Gi ≤ QGi ≤ Qmax

Gi for i = 1, . . . ,NG, (20)

where PGi and QGi are the active and reactive power generation
vectors at bus Gi, respectively.
(iii) Demand limits: the maximum and minimum limits of
consumer demands are considered as:

Pmin
Dj ≤ PDj ≤ Pmax

Dj for j = 1, . . . ,ND, (21)

Qmin
Dj ≤ QDj ≤ Qmax

Dj for j = 1, . . . ,ND, (22)

where PDj and QDj are the active and reactive power demand
vectors at bus Dj, respectively.
(iv) Transmission constraints: the MVA limit of the transmission
line is included as:

|Sl (θ, V )|2 ≤ (Smax
l )2, (23)

where transmission flows are:

Pij (θ, V ) = Re

V ∗

i (Vi − Vj)yij + V ∗

i Viyi0

, (24)

Qij (θ, V ) = −Im

V ∗

i (Vi − Vj)yij + V ∗

i Viyi0

, (25)

Sij (θ, V ) = V ∗

i (Vi − Vj)yij + V ∗

i Viyi0 , (26)

Pji (θ, V ) = Re

V ∗

j (Vj − Vi)yij + V ∗

j Vjyj0

, (27)

Qji (θ, V ) = −Im

V ∗

j (Vj − Vi)yij + V ∗

j Vjyij0

, (28)

Sji (θ, V ) = V ∗

j (Vj − Vi)yij + V ∗

j Vjyj0 , (29)

Sl (θ, V ) = Max(Sij, Sji). (30)

yi0 and yj0 are the line charging admittances and yij is the
admittance of the transmission line between nodes i and j.

Eq. (23) ensures that no congestion occurs in transmission
lines in the procedure of double action market clearing.
(v) Voltage limits: the minimum andmaximum voltage levels at
each bus are included as:

Vmin
i ≤ Vi ≤ Vmax

i . (31)

(vi) Compensation limit: the upper and lower compensation
levels of equivalent TCSC reactance (xc) are included as:

xmin
c ≤ xc ≤ xmax

c . (32)
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Figure 2: Proposed membership functions. (a) BF (best fitness for each generation); (b) VF (variance of fitness values of objective function); and (c) UN (number of
generations with no significant impact on BF ).
Figure 3: Membership function and range of output variables. (a) Probability of mutation Pm; and (b) probability of crossover Pc.
(vi) Compensation limit: the maximum and minimum values of
SSSC voltage (VSe) and its angle (θSe) are included as:

Vmin
Se ≤ VSe ≤ Vmax

Se , (33)

θmin
Se ≤ θSe ≤ θmax

Se . (34)

4. Proposed fuzzy-genetic algorithm

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a global search technique,
based on the mechanisms of natural selection and genetics,
capable of searching several possible solutions simultane-
ously [19,20]. GA has been applied to many problems includ-
ing stability studies, load frequency control, unit commitment,
reactive power compensation and V/Q/THD control [21,22].

4.1. The proposed fuzzy-GA method

The optimization problem of Eq. (11) is a complex large-
scale nonlinear programming dilemma that cannot easily be
solved by conventional approaches. This paper proposes a
Fuzzy-GA approach to capture the best solution of Eq. (11).
The GA performance is improved by dynamically changing the
probabilities of crossover (Pc) and mutation (Pm), according to
a fuzzy knowledge base (Figures 2–5) that has been developed
Figure 4: Variations of crossover (Pc) imposed by the fuzzy rules.

from experience [23]. Variations of Pc and Pm have been
divided into LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH membership functions,
with given membership values as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Incorporation of fuzzy logic in GA will improve performance
and reduce search time.

In order to determine fitness function values, GA parameters
(Pc and Pm) are varied, based on the following logic:
• The value of best fitness for each generation (BF ) is expected

to change with the number of generations. However, if BF
does not change significantly over a number of generations
(UN), then this information is considered to make changes
in both Pc and Pm.
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Figure 5: Variations of mutation (Pm) imposed by the fuzzy rules.

Table 1: Fuzzy rules incorporated in GA to improve the probabilities of
mutation (Pm) and crossover (Pc).

Rule # BF UN VF Pc Pm

1 Low None None High Low
2 Medium Low None High Low
3 Medium Medium None Medium Medium
4 High Low None High Low
5 High Medium None Medium Medium
6 None High Low Low High
7 None High Medium Low High
8 None High High High Low

• The diversity of a population influences the search for a true
optimum. Therefore, variance of the fitness values (VF) is
considered to also have impact on Pc and Pm.

• The membership functions and membership values for
BF ,UN and VF are selected after several trials to ensure
optimum results (Figures 2 and 3).

4.2. Proposed fuzzy rules

Eight fuzzy rules are used to adjust mutation and crossover
rates, as shown in Table 1 [23]. Variations of crossover and
mutation are also plotted in Figures 4 and 5. Note that Pc
starts at 0.9, with an exponential variation. As the algorithm
approaches the optimal solution, Pc will be reduced and Pmwill
be bounded between 0 and 0.1.

5. Development of the fuzzy-GA approach

The optimization problem consists of solving Eq. (11), with
incorporation of SSSC and TCSC devices, for social welfare
maximization on pool market based power systems.

5.1. Initial population and structure of chromosomes

To begin the GA, a random number generator is used to
select the initial population chromosomes within the range of
the control variables. In this paper, the selected chromosome
structure contains generation and demand levels, as well as
TCSC location and compensation level, or SSSC location and
compensation parameters (Figure 6). The randomly generated
chromosomes are used in real code to provide higher accuracy
as compared with binary coding.
5.2. Proposed fitness function

GA procedure involves the evaluation of objective (fitness)
functions to measure the quality of the solutions. A solution
with a better quality (e.g., higher fitness value) will be
included in the new population, while low quality solutions
are discarded. In this paper, exponential penalty functions for
each generated chromosome are calculated for lines that have
power overflows and/or reach voltage, generation and load
limits based on respective penalty functions as follows:

FFitness = FLine flow × FBusvoltage × FGeneration × FLoad
× FReactive Gen × FReactive Dem, (35)

FLine flow =

NL
j=1

FL, (36)

FBus voltage =

NB
j=1

FV , (37)

FGeneration =

NG
j=1

FG, (38)

FReactive Gen =

NG
j=1

FQG, (39)

FReactive Dem =

ND
j=1

FQD, (40)

FLoad =

ND
j=1

FD, (41)

where NL,NG,ND and NB are the number of branches, gener-
ators, loads and buses in the power system, respectively, and
Ffitness is the fitness function value for each chromosome. The
proposed penalty functions are:

FL =


1 line flow < line flowMax

eαI (line flowMax−line flow) line flow > line flowMax
(42)

FG

=


e−αG1(Pgeneration)

− 1 Pgeneration < Pgeneration_Min
1 Pgeneration_Min ≤ Pgeneration

≤ Pgeneration_Max

eαG2(PgenerationMax−Pgeneration) Pgeneration > Pgeneration_Max

(43)

FV =

e−αV1(VBus) − 1 VBus < VMin
1 VMin ≤ VBus ≤ VMax

e−αV2(VMax−VBus) VBus > VMax

(44)

FD =

e−αL1(PLoad)
− 1 PLoad < PLoad Min

1 PLoadMin ≤ PLoad ≤ PLoad Max

e−αL2(PLoadMax−PLoad) PLoad > PLoad Max

(45)

FQD =


e−αQD1(QLoad)

− 1 QLoad < QLoad Min
1 QLoadMin ≤ QLoad

≤ QLoad Max

e−αQD2(QLoadMax−QLoad) QLoad > QLoad Max

(46)

FQG =


e−αQG1(Qgeneration)

− 1 Qgeneration < Qgeneration_Min
1 Qgeneration_Min ≤ Qgeneration

≤ Qgeneration_Max

eαQG2(QgenerationMax−Qgeneration) Qgeneration > Qgeneration_Max

(47)
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Figure 6: (a) Chromosome structure for the GA; (b) SSSC parameters and location; and (c) TCSC size and location.
Figure 7: Penalty functions used to compute fitness (Eq. (9)). (a) FL; (b) FV ; (c) FG; (d) FD; (e) FQG; and (f) FQD .
where αI , αG1, αG2, αL1, αL2, αV1 and αV2 are the coefficients
used to adjust the slope of penalty functions (Figure 7).

5.3. Genetic operators

Genetic operators are the stochastic transition rules applied
to each chromosome during each generation procedure to
create a new improved population from an old one.
• Reproduction is a probabilistic process for selecting two par-

ent strings from the population of strings. In this paper, two
reproduction methods, including; tournament and roulette
wheel, have been tested and compared. Tournament selec-
tion has several benefits: it is more efficient to code, works
on parallel architectures and allows the selection pressure to
be easily adjusted. It was observed that thismethod is faster,
more stable and exhibits better convergence.

• Crossover is to recombine blocks on different individuals to
make a new one. In this paper, Heuristic crossover is used to
generate a single offspring variable, pnew, from a combina-
tion of two corresponding offspring values:

pnew = β(pmn − pdn) + pmn, (48)

• where β is a random number on the interval (0, 1), pmn and
pdn are the nth variables in the parent chromosomes. The
probability of crossover is selected by the proposed fuzzy
rules (Figure 4) to be between 0.5 and 0.95.

• Mutation introduces artificial diversification in the popula-
tion to prevent complete loss of data through reproduction
and crossover, by ensuring that the probability of searching
any region in the problem space is never zero. In this paper,
dynamic (or nonuniform)mutation is implemented for fine-
tuning and achieving a high degree of precision. For a given
parent, x, the resulting gene is selected from:

x′

k = xk ×


1 + (−1)t ×


1 − r(1−

t
T )

b
, (49)
where r is a uniform random number on interval (0, 1), t is
the current generation number, T is the maximum number
of generations and b (e.g., b = 2 in this paper) is a parame-
ter determining the impact of mutation on the new genera-
tions. The probability of mutation is selected by fuzzy rules
(Figure 5) to be between 0 and 0.1.

5.4. Population replacement

Two population replacement methods, non-overlapping
generations and steady-state replacement, are used. When
using non-overlapping generations (e.g., replacing the entire
generation by its offspring), it is possible for offspring to be
worse than their parents, and some fitter chromosomesmay be
lost from the evolutionary process. Steady-state replacement
(e.g., creating a number of offspring to replace the least fit
individuals) overcomes this problem and was found to provide
better convergence criteria.

5.5. Convergence criterion

The iterations (regenerations) are continued until all gener-
ated chromosomes become equal, or the maximum number of
iterations is achieved (Nmax

= 1000). Due to the randomness of
the GA method, the solution tends to differ for each run, even
with the same initial population. It is suggested to performmul-
tiple runs and select the ‘‘most acceptable’’ solution.

6. Solution methodology

The problem defined by Eqs. (11)–(34) is solved using the
proposed Fuzzy-GA of Figure 8. The main steps are as follows:
Step 1: Input power system parameters, including system
configuration, line parameters, load data, generator constraints,
line flow limits and load/generator cost coefficients.
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Figure 8: Proposed Fuzzy-GA algorithm for social welfare maximization by optimal location and sizing of TCSC/SSSC.
Step 2: Assume a suitable population size (Nch_max) and maxi-
mum number of generations (Nit_max). Set initial counters and
parameter values (e.g., Nch = Nit = 1), and generate random
chromosomes by real coding.
Step 3 (Fitness Process):

Step 3A: Run power flow for each set of chromosomes,
calculate the voltage (magnitude and phase angle) at each
bus and determine the power flow for each transmission
line.
Step 3B: Compute proposed penalty functions (Figure 7)
using outputs of the applied power flow. Compute fitness
functions (Eq. (31)) for chromosome Nch, and set Nch =

Nch + 1.
Step 3C: If Nch ≤ Nch_max, go to Step 3A.

Step 4 (Reproduction Process):

Step 4A: Define total fitness as the product of all fitness
values for all chromosomes.
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Step 4B: Run a tournament for the selection process. Select a
new combination of chromosomes.

Step 5 (Crossover Process):

Step 5A: Compute the cross over probability by using the
proposed fuzzy rules (Figure 4).
Step 5B: Select a random number (R1) for mating two parent
chromosomes.
Step 5C: If R1 is between the computed maximum and min-
imum values of crossover, then, combine the two parents,
generate two offspring, and go to Step 5E.
Step 5D: Else, transfer the chromosome with no crossover.
Step 5E: Repeat steps 5A to 5D for all chromosomes.

Step 6 (Mutation Process):

Step 6A: Compute the mutation probability by using the
proposed fuzzy rules (Figure 5).
Step 6B: Select a random number (R2) for mutation of one
chromosome.
Step 6C: If R2 is between the computed maximum and
minimum values of mutation, then, apply the mutation
process and go to Step 6E.
Step 6D: Else, transfer the chromosome with no mutation.
Step 6E: Repeat Steps 6A to 6C for all chromosomes.

Step 7 (Updating Populations): Replace the old population with
the improved population generated by Steps 2–6. Check all
chromosomes. If there is any chromosome with FL = 1, FG =

1, FV = 1, FD = 1, FQG = 1, FQD = 1 and FF > Fmax, set
Fmax = FF and save it. Set Nit = Nit + 1.
Step 8 (Convergence): If the maximum number of iterations is
achieved, then, print the solution and stop, else, go to Step 3.

7. Simulation cases

This section presents the basic operation of the modified
IEEE 14-bus (Figure 9) [15] and Table A.1 and the modified IEEE
30-bus (Figure 10) [24] and Table A.2 test systems, aswell as the
location and sizing of TCSC/SSSC units with smooth/nonsmooth
generator cost curves (Eq. (10)) without/with transmission line
flow constraints (Eqs. (13)–(15)). In the modified IEEE 14-bus
test system, the objective function consists of 13 variables for
5-generation nodes (G5 only generates reactive power) and
8-demand nodes. Similarly, in the modified IEEE 30-bus test
system, the objective function consists of 30 variables for
9-generation nodes and 21-demand nodes.

In addition, 2 variables for TCSC parameters and 3 SSSC
parameters are added to the variables of the objective function
in each test system. There are 20 and 41 possible locations to
place TCSC/SSSC units in themodified IEEE 14-bus andmodified
IEEE 30-bus test systems, respectively.

In this paper, the minimum and maximum series capacitive
compensation levels of TCSC are limited to 0% and 70% of
the compensated line reactance, respectively. In addition, it is
assumed that the SSSC reactance is 0.05 pu, maximum SSSC
voltage is 0.1 pu and its angle can change from 0° to 180°.

Figure 11 shows the highly convex shape of the fuel cost
function of two-generation units when the valve point effects
are included. Note that, even when considering only two
units, there are multiple peaks and differentiable valleys [19].
Therefore, the optimization problem, with addition of the sine
components, has become too complex to be solved using
gradient-based approaches.
Figure 9: The modified IEEE 14-bus test system.

Figure 10: The modified IEEE 30-bus test system.

Figure 11: High degree of convexity in the shape of the objective fuel cost
function of two-generation units including valve-loading effects [19].

According to Table 2, forty cases are studied to demonstrate
the ability of the proposed Fuzzy-GA method (Figure 8) as
follows:
Cases A1 and A2: Base operation of the modified IEEE 14-bus
test system without line flow constraints and without FACTS,
using smooth and nonsmooth generation cost functions,
respectively.
Cases A3 and A4: Base operation of the modified IEEE 14-bus
test systemwith line flow constraints andwithout FACTS, using
smooth and nonsmooth generation cost functions, respectively.
Cases A5 and A6: Base operation of the modified IEEE 14-bus
test system with line flow constraints and with TCSC, using
smooth and nonsmooth generation cost functions, respectively.
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Table 2: Simulated cases of the IEEE 14-bus and IEEE 30-bus systems.

Test system Simulated cases Results

IEEE 14-bus (Figure 9) A Base operation without/with SSSC Tables 3–5, 7–10 and Figure 12

IEEE 30-bus (Figure 10)

B Base operation without/with SSSC

Tables 3–4 and 6–10C Outage of line 2–4 (between buses 2 and 4)
D Outage of unit 4 at bus 2
E Increase of load 3 (by 150%) at bus 4
Table 3: Cost-benefit analysis by the proposed Fuzzy-GA for the modified IEEE 14-bus and IEEE 30-bus systems with smooth and nonsmooth cost curves.

Generator Smooth generation cost curve Nonsmooth generation cost curve
Proposed method SQP [25] Proposed method

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and with
TCSC

With line
flow

constraints
and with
SSSC

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and with
TCSC

With line
flow

constraints
and with
SSSC

G1 94.22 97.25 88.84 90.17 100 88.15 90.08 90.64 88.84 90.17
G2 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
G3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
G4 92.83 48.9 63.59 60.96 92.38 62.88 91.83 46.26 63.59 60.962
L1 58.10 116.90 107.7 108.7 58.10 116.90 55.15 121.01 107.7 108.72
L2 55.63 125.14 116.2 99.778 55.63 125.14 52.49 112.86 116.2 99.778
L3 5.63 8.02 5 12.731 5.63 8.02 5.02 5.94 5 12.731
L4 21.54 16.86 26.8 15.844 21.54 16.86 29.73 16.08 26.8 15.8441
L5 35.79 22.15 15.4 27.388 35.79 22.15 26.32 23.97 15.4 27.389
L6 51.88 31.23 25.9 45.763 51.88 31.23 54.10 30.18 25.9 45.764
L7 71.90 7.16 9.2 17.672 71.90 7.16 71.49 6.68 9.2 17.672
L8 62.33 7.604 29.5 11.2973 62.33 7.604 63.45 10.88 29.5 11.297
Cases A7 and A8: Base operation of the modified IEEE 14-bus
test systemwith line flow constraints and with SSSC, using and
nonsmooth generation cost functions, respectively.
Cases B1 and B2: Base operation of the modified IEEE 30-bus
test system without line flow constraints and without FACTS,
using smooth and nonsmooth generation cost functions,
respectively.
Case B3 and B4: Base operation of the modified IEEE 30-bus
test systemwith line flow constraints andwithout FACTS, using
smooth and nonsmooth generation cost functions, respectively.
Case B5 and B6: Base operation of themodified IEEE 30-bus test
system with line flow constraints and with TCSC, using smooth
and nonsmooth generation cost functions, respectively.
Case B7 and B8: Base operation of themodified IEEE 30-bus test
system with line flow constraints and with SSSC, using smooth
and nonsmooth generation cost functions, respectively.

Similarly, optimizations have been done for the modified
IEEE 30-bus test system, considering unit or line outage and
load increasing, for the other 24 cases (Cases C1–E8).

Selected parameters for the proposed optimization method
are: number of generations = 1000, number of popula-
tions= 73, crossover rate= 0.5–0.95 (selected by the proposed
fuzzy rules of Figure 4), and mutation rate = 0–0.1 (selected
by the fuzzy rules of Figure 5). Note that, for the modified IEEE
30-bus test system, the second consumer benefit coefficient (bd)
is multiplied by 5 to increase the benefit function.

8. Simulation results

8.1. Algorithm validation

In this stage, 10 cases (A1, A3, B1, B3, C1, C3, D1, D3, E1
and E3) are studied to illustrate the ability of the proposed
method. Tables 3 and 4 present comparisons of simulation
results generated by the proposed Fuzzy-GA (Figure 8) and
MATPOWER. MATPOWER is a toolbox that solves the OPF,
using sequential quadratic programmingwith smooth objective
functions [25].

In addition, according to column 9 in Table 3, it can be
seen that there is a little difference (less than 1%) between SQP
outcomes and the proposed fuzzy based genetic algorithm for
social welfare. This difference is calculated, using:

1SW (%) =

SW FGA − SW SQP


SW FGA
× 100. (50)

It should be noted that there are slight differences in case
A, due to differences in the amount of demand and generation
using the SQP and the proposed method.

According to Table 4, it can be seen that by applying a
sinusoidal part, the SQP based method is not accountable,
while the proposedmethod can solve the optimization problem
(Eq. (11)).

8.2. Operation without TCSC/SSSC

According to Table 5 (rows 12–15, columns 2 and 5), without
any line flow constraints, there are very high load demands at
nodes 11–14 (corresponding to loads 5–8), due to higher benefit
coefficients (Eq. (12)). However, when the line flow constraints
are considered (Table 5, rows 12–15, columns 3 and 6), there
are substantial reductions in load demand and social benefit at
theses nodes (Figure 12).

Line flow constraints will substantially increase loading
levels (Table 5) at nodes 4–5 (corresponding to loads 1–2)
and increase social benefits (Figure 12). It shows that loads
1–3, in spite of having lower profit coefficients than loads
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Table 4: System analysis results for the modified IEEE 14-bus and IEEE 30-bus test systems (powers are in MW).

Generator Smooth generation cost curve Nonsmooth generation cost curve
Proposed method SQP [25] Proposed method

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and with
TCSC

With line
flow

constraints
and with
SSSC

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and with
TCSC

With line
flow

constraints
and with
SSSC

G1 94.22 97.25 88.84 90.17 100 88.15 90.08 90.64 88.84 90.17
G2 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
G3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
G4 92.83 48.9 63.59 60.96 92.38 62.88 91.83 46.26 63.59 60.962
L1 58.10 116.90 107.7 108.7 58.10 116.90 55.15 121.01 107.7 108.72
L2 55.63 125.14 116.2 99.778 55.63 125.14 52.49 112.86 116.2 99.778
L3 5.63 8.02 5 12.731 5.63 8.02 5.02 5.94 5 12.731
L4 21.54 16.86 26.8 15.844 21.54 16.86 29.73 16.08 26.8 15.8441
L5 35.79 22.15 15.4 27.388 35.79 22.15 26.32 23.97 15.4 27.389
L6 51.88 31.23 25.9 45.763 51.88 31.23 54.10 30.18 25.9 45.764
L7 71.90 7.16 9.2 17.672 71.90 7.16 71.49 6.68 9.2 17.672
L8 62.33 7.604 29.5 11.2973 62.33 7.604 63.45 10.88 29.5 11.297
Table 5: The optimal generation and load levels in MW for the IEEE 14-bus system, with smooth and nonsmooth generation cost curves and with/without
optimal location/sizing of TCSC and SSSC devices for cases A1–A8.

Generator Smooth generation cost curve Nonsmooth generation cost curve
Proposed method SQP [25] Proposed method

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and with
TCSC

With line
flow

constraints
and with
SSSC

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and with
TCSC

With line
flow

constraints
and with
SSSC

G1 94.22 97.25 88.84 90.17 100 88.15 90.08 90.64 88.84 90.17
G2 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
G3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
G4 92.83 48.9 63.59 60.96 92.38 62.88 91.83 46.26 63.59 60.962
L1 58.10 116.90 107.7 108.7 58.10 116.90 55.15 121.01 107.7 108.72
L2 55.63 125.14 116.2 99.778 55.63 125.14 52.49 112.86 116.2 99.778
L3 5.63 8.02 5 12.731 5.63 8.02 5.02 5.94 5 12.731
L4 21.54 16.86 26.8 15.844 21.54 16.86 29.73 16.08 26.8 15.8441
L5 35.79 22.15 15.4 27.388 35.79 22.15 26.32 23.97 15.4 27.389
L6 51.88 31.23 25.9 45.763 51.88 31.23 54.10 30.18 25.9 45.764
L7 71.90 7.16 9.2 17.672 71.90 7.16 71.49 6.68 9.2 17.672
L8 62.33 7.604 29.5 11.2973 62.33 7.604 63.45 10.88 29.5 11.297
Figure 12: Impact of line flow constraints, TCSC and SSSC, on the individual
welfare of each market participant in the modified IEEE 14-bus test system
(nonsmooth generation cost curve). (a) Without line flow constraints and
without FACTS; (b) with line flow constraints and without FACTS; (c) with line
flow constraints and with TCSC; (d) with line flow constraints and with SSSC.

5–8, have greater access to generation buses, and transmission
line constraints cannot reduce the amount of their demand. In
addition, the generation level of generator G4 (located at bus
6) is decreased and, therefore, total system generation cost is
increased (Table 5, row 17).
Enforcement of transmission line constraints (Eq. (23))
alleviates congestion on the transmission lines. However, as
expected, line flow constraints cause a significant decrease in
social welfares (Table 3).

The main cause of this reduction in the modified IEEE
14-bus test system is reduction of the amount of total load
system from 362.84 to 335.08 MW/h, due to transmission
line flow constraints. In addition, the total generation and load
decrease from 381.9 MW/h and 357.7 MW/h to 336.9 MW/h
and 327.64 MW/h for nonsmooth cost curves, respectively.

Regarding the strong structure of the modified IEEE 30-bus
test system, after enforcement of transmission line constraints,
total system load remains at its maximum value (Table 7).
However, increased generation costs reduce total system social
welfare.

According to Table 6, in themodified IEEE 30-bus test system
without line flow constraints, generators G1, G2, G3 and G8 are
lightly loaded, while generators G5, G6 and G7 are reaching
maximum capacity. This is due to the different cost benefit
coefficients (Eq. (14)). With line constraints, the level of G7 is
substantially decreased to about 60 MW. This is the maximum
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Table 6: The optimal generation and load levels inMW for the IEEE 30-bus systemwith smooth and nonsmooth generation cost curves andwith/without optimal
location/sizing of TCSC and SSSC devices for cases B1–B8.

Generator Smooth generation cost curve Nonsmooth generation cost curve
Proposed method SQP [25] Proposed method

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and with
TCSC

With line
flow

constraints
and with
SSSC

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

Without
line flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and

without
FACTS

With line
flow

constraints
and with
TCSC

With line
flow

constraints
and with
SSSC

G1 10 10 10.14 10.18684 10 10 10 10 10 10
G2 5 5 5.02 5.020449 5 5 5 5 5 5
G3 5 5.01 5.04 5 5 5 5 5.06 5 5
G4 29.50 53.94 10 25.90976 25.17 50.82 29.50 54.86 10 27.56258
G5 50 46.83 47.38 47.90413 50.00 50.00 50 48.67 42.26 49.82326
G6 50 48.06 46.75 47.64413 50.00 50.00 50 47.70 44.99 45.13571
G7 100 58.23 92.07 89.75121 100.00 59.98 100 57.87 97.88 90.0211
G8 10 21.44 36.13 23.76607 10 10 10 27.87 38.91 23.56861
G9 27.80 37.73 35.65 29.16266 31.57 45.18 27.80 29.17 35.40 28.92845
Table 7: System analysis results for the IEEE 30-bus test systems with smooth cost curves (powers are in MW).

Case Smooth generation cost curve Nonsmooth generation cost curve
Operation with TCSC Operation with SSSC Operation with TCSC Operation with SSSC

Total generation Total load Total generation Total load Total generation Total load Total generation Total load

A 352.44 335.70 366.11 352.44 351.86 335.70 351.86 335.70

B 288.46 283.40 286.42 283.40 289.46 283.40 285.04 283.40
C 289.24 283.40 286.78 283.40 289.03 283.40 284.91 283.40
D 290.27 283.40 286.47 283.40 289.30 283.40 283.83 283.40
E 323.55 317.20 321.07 317.20 323.27 317.20 318.41 317.20
capacity of the lines connected to this generator at node 1. In
contrast to G7, loading levels of G4, G8 and G9 are significantly
increased to fulfill load requirements. As a result, overall social
benefit is decreased (Table 7).

8.3. Operation with TCSC/SSSC

According to the previous section, ISO cannot achieve
maximum social welfare just by rescheduling generators or
load shedding. Therefore, ISO needs to encourage competition,
reduce waste, and decrease costs by including FACTS devices.

TCSC and SSSC can be used to transfer power from
generators to consumers through un-congested transmission
line(s). In this paper, the location and size of TCSC or SSSC units
are determined by maximizing the total system social welfare
function using Eq. (11).

Simulation results (Table 8 and Figure 12) for all cases show
that after TCSC/SSSC compensation, social benefits increase and
total generation costs decrease for both smooth and nonsmooth
cost curves.

This demonstrates the effectiveness of the sizing and
placement of TCSC/SSSC. Optimal locations and sizes of TCSC
and SSSC devices, in both smooth and nonsmooth generation
cost curves, for the modified 14-bus and 30-bus test systems,
are shown in Table 9.

In addition, this table shows the social welfare improvement
and TCSC and SSSC comparisons, before and after optimal
locating and sizing. According to Table 8 and columns 5 and 9
in Table 9, using both smooth and nonsmooth generation cost
curves for all cases, it is seen that SSSC is more efficient than
TCSC for increasing social welfare.

Figure 12 shows the individual welfare of each consumer
without/with the line flow constraints, and the impact of
TCSC/SSSC units (including best location and size) on social
benefit, considering nonsmooth cost curves. It is shown that the
placement and sizing of TCSC increases the amount of social
welfare in loads of 2, 4, 7 and 8. Similarly, SSSC boosts social
welfare in loads 3, 5, 6 and 7, significantly. These are caused by
allowing more power to reach consumers, due to the optimal
locating and sizing of TCSC/SSSC. Furthermore, according to
Figure 12, the effects of TCSC and SSSC are the same as for load
1. However, the effects of SSSC on social welfare in loads 3, 5, 6
and 7 are more than TCSC. It is seen that the benefits are not
uniformly distributed, i.e., some participants may experience
reductions in their welfare/profit.

Obtained results on themodified IEEE 14-bus test systemare
analyzed as follows:

• According to Table 8 (row 1), the best sizing and placement
of TCSC/SSSC will decrease generation costs. The main
reason for this is the increase in load demands at nodes
11–14. Therefore, the best placement/sizing of TCSC and
SSSC has proven to be beneficial for the IEEE 14-bus test
system.

• Furthermore, after placement of TCSC or SSSC, load levels
at nodes 4 and 5 (corresponding to loads 1–2), previously
elevated due to the line flow constraints, are now decreased
(Table 2, row 8 and 9). This is due to their lower benefit
coefficients compared to the other loads.

• In addition, according to columns 2 and 4 in Table 8, it can
be seen that, by using SSSC instead of TCSC, the generation
value increases from 352.44 to 366.11MW/h, using smooth
generation cost curves. In addition, it causes social welfare
boosting from 1604.57 to 1660.32 $/h in smooth cases,
and augments the amount of 1595.32 to 1648.567 $/h in
nonsmooth cases.
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Table 8: Cost-benefit analysis by the proposed Fuzzy-GA for the modified IEEE 14-bus and IEEE 30-bus systems with smooth and nonsmooth cost curves.

Case Smooth generation cost curve Nonsmooth generation cost curve
Operation with TCSC Operation with SSSC Operation with TCSC Operation with SSSC

Social
bene-
fit ($/h)

Generation
cost ($/h)

Customer
bene-

fit ($/h)

Social
bene-

fit ($/h)

Generation
cost ($/h)

Customer
bene-

fit ($/h)

Social
bene-

fit ($/h)

Generation
cost ($/h)

Customer
bene-

fit ($/h)

Social
bene-

fit ($/h)

Generation
cost ($/h)

Customer
bene-

fit ($/h)

A 1604.57 1436.26 3040.83 1660.32 1428.59 3088.92 1595.32 1445.51 3040.83 1648.567 1440.35 3088.92

B 7991.08 6233.94 14225.03 8060.45 6164.45 14225.0 7956.55 6268.47 14225.03 8046.18 6178.84 14225.0
C 7901.07 6323.95 14225.03 7899.47 6324.36 14225.0 7878.03 6347.00 14225.03 7879.57 6340.94 14225.0
D 8227.21 5977.90 14225.03 8346.19 5878.84 14225.0 8201.16 6023.86 14225.03 8337.63 5887.39 14225.0
E 8330.33 6874.42 15204.76 8401.94 6802.81 15204.7 8323.77 6880.98 15204.76 8390.140 6814.62 15204.7
Table 9: Best location, parameters and cost of TCSC and SSSC devices versus social welfare improvement in the IEEE 30-bus system with smooth/nonsmooth
generation cost curves.

Case With TCSC With SSSC
Location Compensation

rate % (%)
Improvement

in social
welfare ($/h)

Cost of
TCSC($/h)

Location Voltage (P.u) Angel (deg.) Improvement
in social

welfare ($/h)

Cost of
SSSC
($/h)

A Smooth cost curve Line 6–13 25.445 80.65 0.52029 Line 6–13 0.0747 37.583 136.399 0.956231
Nonsmooth cost curve Line 6–13 25.305 65.65 0.5049 Line 6–13 0.0713 39.113 118.897 0.915242

B Smooth cost curve Line 1–2 58.74 187.41 0.7634 Line 1–2 0.06124 42.850 256.78 0.775313
Nonsmooth cost curve Line 1–2 66.97 161.65 0.8704 Line 1–2 0.0607 43.017 251.28 0.750544

C Smooth cost curve Line 1–2 55.87 133.07 0.7261 Line 1–2 0.0587 41.458 131.47 0.706241
Nonsmooth cost curve Line 1–2 56.61 124.26 0.7357 Line 1–2 0.0572 38.958 125.8 0.694154

D Smooth cost curve Line 1–2 61.17 1072.40 0.7950 Line 1–2 0.0672 43.136 1191.36 0.853151
Nonsmooth cost curve Line 1–2 61.02 1053.90 0.7931 Line 1–2 0.0657 45.606 1190.38 0.845542

E Smooth cost curve Line 1–2 45.22 252.68 0.5877 Line 1–2 0.0591 41.063 324.29 0.719540
Nonsmooth cost curve Line 1–2 44.67 271.16 0.5806 Line 1–2 0.0598 44.513 337.53 0.723625
Likewise, results on the modified IEEE 30-bus test system are
analyzed as follows:

• After the placement and sizing of TCSC/SSSC, generation of
G7 is increased significantly (to transfer more power from
node 1 to node 2), which reduces generation costs and
increases social benefits (Table 8). These results demonstrate
the ability of TCSC/SSSC in improving system operation with
line flow constraints.

• Comparing the results of using TCSC and SSSC in Table 6
shows that the amount of total generation and total demand
levels in all studied cases (B1–E8) has not changed much.
This indicates that the systems under consideration have
the capability of supportingmaximum loads under assumed
congestion conditions. However, according to the results in
Table 5 (Cases B1–B8), it is seen that using SSSC and TCSC
causes a change in individual generator levels. It causes the
decrease of total generation costs from 6233.94 to 6164.45
in cases B5 and B7, using smooth generation cost curves.
Similarly, in the case of nonsmooth generation cost curves,
the social welfare boost from 7991.08 to 8060.45 $/h (cases
B6 and B8) increases. These results indicate that using SSSC
is more efficient compared to TCSC.

• In cases C1–C8, line 2–4 is not available and, because of
physical limitations on lines 1–2 and 1–3, generator G7 (at
bus 1) will not be operating at an optimal point. Therefore,
ISO needs to reschedule other generators. According to
Table 8 (row 3, column 8), after rescheduling, social welfare
by nonsmooth cost curves is improved to 7878 $/h. This is
done by placement of TCSC at line 1–2 with a composition
level of 56.61% (Table 9; row 6). Similarly, by the best
placement of SSSC at line 1–2, which is compensated
by a voltage series of 0.0572 pu ̸ 38.95°, social welfare
improves to 7879.57 $/h. Therefore, in this case, TCSC and
SSSC influences on social welfare improvement are similar.
However, it is seen that using SSSC is more economic than
TCSC, because in this case, the investment cost of SSSC is less
than that of TCSC (Table 9: row 6, columns 6 and 11).

8.4. Economical analysis of using TCSC/SSSC

To investigate the impact of a TCSC and a SSSC on social
welfare improvement, their costs are compared with social
welfare improvement, in Table 9. According to this table,
achieved social welfare improvement using TCSC and SSSC
are 80.65 $/h and 136.399 $/h, while the costs of TCSC and
SSSC are only 0.52 $/h and 0.956 $/h, respectively. Therefore,
investment costs of TCSC and SSSC are significantly less than the
improvement in social welfare. Consequently, TCSC and SSSC
will increase overall social welfare, although some participants
may have more benefit than others.

8.5. Impact of valve point-loading effects on social welfare

In the Modified IEEE 30-bus test system, all loads are nearly
at their maximum levels, due to their high cost benefit coef-
ficients (Eq. (12)), as well as system ability in fulfilling load
demands. Therefore, it is easy to investigate the impact of gen-
erator curves.

• According to Table 8, inclusion of the sin component on the
generator’s characteristics increases total generation costs
and decreases total system social welfare.

• In addition, considering valve point loading effects in the
objective function changes the size and investment costs
of the TCSC/SSSC and affects the amount of social welfare.
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Table 10: Required CPU time (in seconds) and number of iterations (Nit ) for best location and sizing of TCSC and SSSC devices usingGA and the proposed Fuzzy-GA
approaches for the studied cases (Table 2).

Case Smooth cost curve Nonsmooth cost curve
CPU time Iteration number CPU time Iteration number

GA Fuzzy-GA GA Fuzzy-GA GA Fuzzy-GA GA Fuzzy-GA

TCSC

A 489 431 (−11.86%) 609 315 (−48%) 1492 1108 (−25.73%) 619 411 (−33%)
B 1754 1429 (−18.53%) 729 419 (−42%) 3957 3254 (−17.76%) 682 476 (−30%)
C 1869 1573 (−15.83%) 745 426 (−42%) 4121 3156 (−23.41%) 703 416 (−40%)
D 1836 1548 (−15.68%) 732 467 (−36%) 4078 3017 (−26.01%) 725 438 (−39%)
E 1895 1601 (−15.51%) 751 397 (−47%) 4327 3261 (−24.63%) 691 481 (−30%)

SSSC

A 527 422 (−19.92%) 671 328 (−51%) 1560 1279 (−18.01%) 701 375 (−46%)
B 1839 1445 (−21.42%) 667 353 (−47%) 4101 3115 (−24.04%) 743 360 (−51%)
C 1915 1519 (−20.67%) 659 374 (−43%) 4367 3007 (−31.14%) 703 401 (−43%)
D 1875 1618 (−13.70%) 691 353 (−48%) 4292 3157 (−26.44%) 739 376 (−48%)
E 1943 1661 (−14.51%) 638 362 (−43%) 4431 3675 (−17.06%) 725 390 (−46%)
Therefore, the ISO needs to consider the actual valve setting
points in the objective function by including nonsmooth
characteristics to get results that are more accurate and
create realistic costs (Table 9).

8.6. Comparing CPU time and number of required iterations

The required number of iterations and processing of CPU
time for the best location and sizing of TCSC and SSSCdevices for
all simulated cases are presented in Table 10. The integration of
fuzzy rules in the genetic algorithm has considerably improved
convergence characteristics (e.g., requiring 30%–51% less num-
ber of iterations and 11%–31% less time for processing).

9. Conclusions

A fuzzy-based genetic algorithm is proposed and imple-
mented to maximize social welfare and perform congestion
management in a double-sided auction market, by the best lo-
cation and sizing of TCSC and SSSC devices and the optimal
rescheduling of generation and demand levels. The valve point
loading effects are included in the quadratic smooth generator
cost curves to establish more accurate models. Adding the sine
part in the objective function significantly increases the degree
of complexity and the difficulty of detecting the global solution.
To guarantee that locational marginal prices charged at the de-
mand buses are less than, or equal to, DisCos benefits, quadratic
consumer benefit functions are incorporated into the objective
function. Fuzzy rules are integrated in GA to reduce calculation
time and iteration numbers for smooth and nonsmooth genera-
tor cost curves. In addition, TCSC and SSSC investment costs ver-
sus their economical benefits on power systems are discovered.
Numerous cases are studied to show the ability of detecting best
solutions using the proposed method. The sequential quadratic
programming and simple GA outcomes are compared with the
proposed method. Based on simulation results for the modified
IEEE 14-bus and 30-bus test systems:

• TCSC and SSSC have the ability to redistribute power flow,
influence load and generation levels at different buses, and
significantly increase social benefits (Tables 7–9). Installa-
tion of TCSC/SSSC offers benefits that exceed costs for the
system conditions studied.

• TCSC and SSSC devices have different impacts on thewelfare
of individual participants and may affect the double-sided
auction price of each bus differently. Therefore, some par-
ticipants may benefit more than others (Figure 12).
Table A.1: Characteristics of the GenCos in the modified IEEE 14-bus.

GenCos 1 2 3 4 5

e 50 40 0 0 0
f 0.063 0.098 0 0 0

Table A.2: Characteristics of the GenCos in the modified IEEE 30-bus.

GenCos 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

e 50 40 0 0 0 0 50 40 0
f 0.063 0.098 0 0 0 0 0.063 0.098 0

• The proposed method shows the benefits of TCSC and SSSC
in a deregulated power market and demonstrates how they
may be utilized by ISO to improve total system socialwelfare
and prevent congestion.

• The benefits of using TCSC/SSSC may not be considerable
at low levels of demand and generation. Simulation studies
over an extended period of time would be required to eval-
uate the overall benefits of TCSC/SSSC for an actual system.

• The smoothness of the generator cost curves shows no sig-
nificant impact on line overloading; however, it will increase
generation costs. This needs to be considered by ISO to get
more accurate results and realistic cost analysis.

• Compared to other optimization techniques, such as SQP and
GA, the proposed Fuzzy-GA achieves better solutions with-
out/with TCSC/SSSC (Tables 3–4).

• The integration of fuzzy rules in the genetic algorithm will
considerably improve convergence and can reduce the num-
ber of iterations up to 51% (Table 10). It will also reduce CPU
time by about 31% (Table 10).

Appendix

The nonsmooth cost coefficients (Eq. (10)) are presented in
Tables A.1 and A.2. The test systems data is presented in [25].
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